
Seminar 2.4: Faith, Reason, and Vocation 
Gaudium et Spes, Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World, 1965 [selections] 
 

1. The joys and the hopes, the griefs and the anxieties of the men of this age, especially those who are 
poor or in any way afflicted, these are the joys and hopes, the griefs and anxieties of the followers of 
Christ. Indeed, nothing genuinely human fails to raise an echo in their hearts. For theirs is a community 
composed of men. United in Christ, they are led by the Holy Spirit in their journey to the Kingdom of 
their Father and they have welcomed the news of salvation which is meant for every man. That is why 
this community realizes that it is truly linked with mankind and its history by the deepest of bonds. 

2. Hence this Second Vatican Council, having probed more profoundly into the mystery of the Church, 
now addresses itself without hesitation, not only to the sons of the Church and to all who invoke the name 
of Christ, but to the whole of humanity. For the council yearns to explain to everyone how it conceives of 
the presence and activity of the Church in the world of today. 

Therefore, the council focuses its attention on the world of men, the whole human family along with the 
sum of those realities in the midst of which it lives; that world which is the theater of man's history, and 
the heir of his energies, his tragedies and his triumphs; that world which the Christian sees as created and 
sustained by its Maker's love, fallen indeed into the bondage of sin, yet emancipated now by Christ, Who 
was crucified and rose again to break the strangle hold of personified evil, so that the world might be 
fashioned anew according to God's design and reach its fulfillment. … 

5. Today's spiritual agitation and the changing conditions of life are part of a broader and deeper 
revolution. As a result of the latter, intellectual formation is ever increasingly based on the mathematical 
and natural sciences and on those dealing with man himself, while in the practical order the technology 
which stems from these sciences takes on mounting importance…. 

8. This development coming so rapidly and often in a disorderly fashion, combined with keener 
awareness itself of the inequalities in the world beget or intensify contradictions and imbalances. 

Within the individual person there develops rather frequently an imbalance between an intellect which is 
modern in practical matters and a theoretical system of thought which can neither master the sum total of 
its ideas, nor arrange them adequately into a synthesis. … 

9. Meanwhile the conviction grows not only that humanity can and should increasingly consolidate its 
control over creation, but even more, that it devolves on humanity to establish a political, social and 
economic order which will growingly serve man and help individuals as well as groups to affirm and 
develop the dignity proper to them. … 

Still, beneath all these demands lies a deeper and more widespread longing: persons and societies thirst 
for a full and free life worthy of man; one in which they can subject to their own welfare all that the 
modern world can offer them so abundantly. In addition, nations try harder every day to bring about a 
kind of universal community. 

Since all these things are so, the modern world shows itself at once powerful and weak, capable of the 
noblest deeds or the foulest; before it lies the path to freedom or to slavery, to progress or retreat, to 
brotherhood or hatred. Moreover, man is becoming aware that it is his responsibility to guide aright the 



forces which he has unleashed and which can enslave him or minister to him. That is why he is putting 
questions to himself. 

10. The truth is that the imbalances under which the modern world labors are linked with that more basic 
imbalance which is rooted in the heart of man. For in man himself many elements wrestle with one 
another. Thus, on the one hand, as a creature he experiences his limitations in a multitude of ways; on the 
other he feels himself to be boundless in his desires and summoned to a higher life. Pulled by manifold 
attractions he is constantly forced to choose among them and renounce some. Indeed, as a weak and sinful 
being, he often does what he would not, and fails to do what he would. Hence he suffers from internal 
divisions, and from these flow so many and such great discords in society. No doubt many whose lives 
are infected with a practical materialism are blinded against any sharp insight into this kind of dramatic 
situation; or else, weighed down by unhappiness they are prevented from giving the matter any thought. 
Thinking they have found serenity in an interpretation of reality everywhere proposed these days, many 
look forward to a genuine and total emancipation of humanity wrought solely by human effort; they are 
convinced that the future rule of man over the earth will satisfy every desire of his heart. Nor are there 
lacking men who despair of any meaning to life and praise the boldness of those who think that human 
existence is devoid of any inherent significance and strive to confer a total meaning on it by their own 
ingenuity alone. 

Nevertheless, in the face of the modern development of the world, the number constantly swells of the 
people who raise the most basic questions or recognize them with a new sharpness: what is man? What is 
this sense of sorrow, of evil, of death, which continues to exist despite so much progress? What purpose 
have these victories purchased at so high a cost? What can man offer to society, what can he expect from 
it? What follows this earthly life? 

The Church firmly believes that Christ, who died and was raised up for all, can through His Spirit offer 
man the light and the strength to measure up to his supreme destiny. Nor has any other name under the 
heaven been given to man by which it is fitting for him to be saved. She likewise holds that in her most 
benign Lord and Master can be found the key, the focal point and the goal of man, as well as of all human 
history. The Church also maintains that beneath all changes there are many realities which do not change 
and which have their ultimate foundation in Christ, Who is the same yesterday and today, yes and forever. 
Hence under the light of Christ, the image of the unseen God, the firstborn of every creature, the council 
wishes to speak to all men in order to shed light on the mystery of man and to cooperate in finding the 
solution to the outstanding problems of our time.  

42. The union of the human family is greatly fortified and fulfilled by the unity, founded on Christ, of the 
family of God's sons. 

Christ, to be sure, gave His Church no proper mission in the political, economic or social order. The 
purpose which He set before her is a religious one. But out of this religious mission itself come a 
function, a light and an energy which can serve to structure and consolidate the human community 
according to the divine law. As a matter of fact, when circumstances of time and place produce the need, 
she can and indeed should initiate activities on behalf of all men, especially those designed for the needy, 
such as the works of mercy and similar undertakings…. 

Moreover, since in virtue of her mission and nature she is bound to no particular form of human culture, 
nor to any political, economic or social system, the Church by her very universality can be a very close 
bond between diverse human communities and nations, provided these trust her and truly acknowledge 
her right to true freedom in fulfilling her mission. For this reason, the Church admonishes her own sons, 



but also humanity as a whole, to overcome all strife between nations and race in this family spirit of God's 
children, an in the same way, to give internal strength to human associations which are just. 

With great respect, therefore, this council regards all the true, good and just elements inherent in the very 
wide variety of institutions which the human race has established for itself and constantly continues to 
establish. The council affirms, moreover, that the Church is willing to assist and promote all these 
institutions to the extent that such a service depends on her and can be associated with her mission. She 
has no fiercer desire than that in pursuit of the welfare of all she may be able to develop herself freely 
under any kind of government which grants recognition to the basic rights of person and family, to the 
demands of the common good and to the free exercise of her own mission. 

43. This council exhorts Christians, as citizens of two cities, to strive to discharge their earthly duties 
conscientiously and in response to the Gospel spirit. They are mistaken who, knowing that we have here 
no abiding city but seek one which is to come, think that they may therefore shirk their earthly 
responsibilities. For they are forgetting that by the faith itself they are more obliged than ever to measure 
up to these duties, each according to his proper vocation. Nor, on the contrary, are they any less wide of 
the mark who think that religion consists in acts of worship alone and in the discharge of certain moral 
obligations, and who imagine they can plunge themselves into earthly affairs in such a way as to imply 
that these are altogether divorced from the religious life…. 

Secular duties and activities belong properly although not exclusively to laymen. Therefore acting as 
citizens in the world, whether individually or socially, they will keep the laws proper to each discipline, 
and labor to equip themselves with a genuine expertise in their various fields. They will gladly work with 
men seeking the same goals. Acknowledging the demands of faith and endowed with its force, they will 
unhesitatingly devise new enterprises, where they are appropriate, and put them into action. Laymen 
should also know that it is generally the function of their well-formed Christian conscience to see that the 
divine law is inscribed in the life of the earthly city; from priests they may look for spiritual light and 
nourishment. Let the layman not imagine that his pastors are always such experts, that to every problem 
which arises, however complicated, they can readily give him a concrete solution, or even that such is 
their mission. Rather, enlightened by Christian wisdom and giving close attention to the teaching 
authority of the Church, let the layman take on his own distinctive role. 

Often enough the Christian view of things will itself suggest some specific solution in certain 
circumstances. Yet it happens rather frequently, and legitimately so, that with equal sincerity some of the 
faithful will disagree with others on a given matter. Even against the intentions of their proponents, 
however, solutions proposed on one side or another may be easily confused by many people with the 
Gospel message. Hence it is necessary for people to remember that no one is allowed in the 
aforementioned situations to appropriate the Church's authority for his opinion. They should always try to 
enlighten one another through honest discussion, preserving mutual charity and caring above all for the 
common good. 

Since they have an active role to play in the whole life of the Church, laymen are not only bound to 
penetrate the world with a Christian spirit, but are also called to be witnesses to Christ in all things in the 
midst of human society. 

Bishops, to whom is assigned the task of ruling the Church of God, should, together with their priests, so 
preach the news of Christ that all the earthly activities of the faithful will be bathed in the light of the 
Gospel. All pastors should remember too that by their daily conduct and concern they are revealing the 
face of the Church to the world, and men will judge the power and truth of the Christian message thereby. 
By their lives and speech, in union with Religious and their faithful, may they demonstrate that even now 



the Church by her presence alone and by all the gifts which she contains, is an unspent fountain of those 
virtues which the modern world needs the most. 

By unremitting study they should fit themselves to do their part in establishing dialogue with the world 
and with men of all shades of opinion. Above all let them take to heart the words which this council has 
spoken: "Since humanity today increasingly moves toward civil, economic and social unity, it is more 
than ever necessary that priests, with joint concern and energy, and under the guidance of the bishops and 
the supreme pontiff, erase every cause of division, so that the whole human race may be led to the unity 
of God's family." 

Although by the power of the Holy Spirit the Church will remain the faithful spouse of her Lord and will 
never cease to be the sign of salvation on earth, still she is very well aware that among her members, both 
clerical and lay, some have been unfaithful to the Spirit of God during the course of many centuries; in 
the present age, too, it does not escape the Church how great a distance lies between the message she 
offers and the human failings of those to whom the Gospel is entrusted. Whatever be the judgement of 
history on these defects, we ought to be conscious of them, and struggle against them energetically, lest 
they inflict harm on spread of the Gospel. … 

44. [The Church’s] purpose has been to adapt the Gospel to the grasp of all as well as to the needs of the 
learned, insofar as such was appropriate. Indeed this accommodated preaching of the revealed word ought 
to remain the law of all evangelization. For thus the ability to express Christ's message in its own way is 
developed in each nation, and at the same time there is fostered a living exchange between the Church 
and the diverse cultures of people. To promote such exchange, especially in our days, the Church requires 
the special help of those who live in the world, are versed in different institutions and specialties, and 
grasp their innermost significance in the eyes of both believers and unbelievers. With the help of the Holy 
Spirit, it is the task of the entire People of God, especially pastors and theologians, to hear, distinguish 
and interpret the many voices of our age, and to judge them in the light of the divine word, so that 
revealed truth can always be more deeply penetrated, better understood and set forth to greater advantage. 

CHAPTER IV   
THE ROLE OF THE CHURCH IN THE MODERN WORLD 

40. Everything we have said about the dignity of the human person, and about the human community and 
the profound meaning of human activity, lays the foundation for the relationship between the Church and 
the world, and provides the basis for dialogue between them. In this chapter, presupposing everything 
which has already been said by this council concerning the mystery of the Church, we must now consider 
this same Church inasmuch as she exists in the world, living and acting with it. 

Coming forth from the eternal Father's love, founded in time by Christ the Redeemer and made one in the 
Holy Spirit, the Church has a saving and an eschatological purpose which can be fully attained only in the 
future world. But she is already present in this world, and is composed of men, that is, of members of the 
earthly city who have a call to form the family of God's children during the present history of the human 
race, and to keep increasing it until the Lord returns. … 

That the earthly and the heavenly city penetrate each other is a fact accessible to faith alone; it remains a 
mystery of human history, which sin will keep in great disarray until the splendor of God's sons, is fully 
revealed. Pursuing the saving purpose which is proper to her, the Church does not only communicate 
divine life to men but in some way casts the reflected light of that life over the entire earth, most of all by 
its healing and elevating impact on the dignity of the person, by the way in which it strengthens the seams 
of human society and imbues the everyday activity of men with a deeper meaning and importance. Thus 



through her individual matters and her whole community, the Church believes she can contribute greatly 
toward making the family of man and its history more human. 

45. While helping the world and receiving many benefits from it, the Church has a single intention: that 
God's kingdom may come, and that the salvation of the whole human race may come to pass. For every 
benefit which the People of God during its earthly pilgrimage can offer to the human family stems from 
the fact that the Church is "the universal sacrament of salvation", simultaneously manifesting and 
exercising the mystery of God's love. 

For God's Word, by whom all things were made, was Himself made flesh so that as perfect man He might 
save all men and sum up all things in Himself. The Lord is the goal of human history, the focal point of 
the longings of history and of civilization, the center of the human race, the joy of every heart and the 
answer to all its yearnings. He it is Whom the Father raised from the dead, lifted on high and stationed at 
His right hand, making Him judge of the living and the dead. Enlivened and united in His Spirit, we 
journey toward the consummation of human history, one which fully accords with the counsel of God's 
love: "To reestablish all things in Christ, both those in the heavens and those on the earth" (Eph. 11:10). 

The Lord Himself speaks: "Behold I come quickly! And my reward is with me, to render to each one 
according to his works. I am the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last, the beginning and the end 
(Rev. 22:12-13).  

 


